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Swami:  Has everybody got good refreshed? 
 
Students: Yes. 
 
Swami: Today your Swami want to the beginning point. It’s very 
important. You need to observe with your super clarity. If you have 
any confusion you have to get clarity. This is my talk.  
 
Every person is holding five stages of consciousness, period. It’s 
Brahma Consciousness, the mind consciousness, third-eye 
consciousness, heart consciousness, soul consciousness. Whole your 
life up and down is linked with these five categories. Between the 
Brahma Consciousness and the third-eye we have two eyes - that’s 
wrong. We have one more eye what we cannot see it. That is the third-
eye. When we close the two eyes it open the third-eye. It is the most 
powerful one.  
 
Brahma Consciousness here, majority the Indian belief system, the 
ancient thousands of years back, the Maharshis what they wrote in the 
palm leaves, “A person will leave his soul through the Brahma 
Consciousness.” You know the mind always is a monkey…Then 
coming to heart. Heart you can say what is between by heart and soul? 
It is always separate. Heart is always want to you to do whatever you 
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like, want to do it, it is very flexible. If the mind indicates, “Do this,” 
the heart will, “If you feel good, okay go ahead.” If you want to drink 
some alcohol it says, “Okay, go ahead. If it makes you feel happy, carry 
on.” But underneath, the soul it won’t get compromise, “Don’t do it!”  
But very often it keeps saying it, the soul will commanding on your 
heart then heart cannot command to the third-eye that easily.  
 
If third-eye is really powerful, your mind is really in your control. Just 
any emotion, any angry, any depression, any anxiety, any fear, any 
block if you're really having the third-eye energy super strong, once 
two minutes if you close your two eyes the third-eye can burn all your 
emotions like that. How to create the fire? The fire element always is 
hidden in the third-eye. That’s why Shiva always have the third-eye. If 
you see the Shiva picture he have the one eye here with firing. Baba, he 
always used meditate he slept in front of the fire in Dwarkamai. Still it 
is running in Shirdi, the dhuni. So every person is holding the fire 
element here in third-eye with a light. It’s called light, cosmic light, 
high energy light.  
 
Then after once if you got strong in the third-eye then you really can 
command on the Brahma Consciousness. Like a person came with 
really a huge hell, something he want some help. You are already 
having a candle of light. Of course he have the candle but someone 
need to light it. You know light it? Making lift him. So, through your 
Brahma Consciousness the mind is dummy there, coming to the third-
eye bringing your soul energy through your heart, taking his picture, 
his picture closing or even if you're looking it you can transfer the 
energy in that person. He can come up, or if you touch it (his third-
eye?) you started to keep pouring the energy to his soul.  
 
Once his soul started to become strong it will directly indicate to the 
third-eye, “No more heart feelings.” The heart is always a kind of good 
friend with mind it is a monkey. The heart is also a kind of big 
monkey. When you see a beautiful woman, heart started to aching.  Do 
you know what I'm saying? Even though you have the beautiful wife 
in house, but still heart is starting to aching. Uh-oh, you don’t know it 
is the mind or it is heart. The soul inside is saying, “Shut up, don’t do 
it. If your wife knows it your life is over!” The heart still can't take 
sleep. She’s keep coming in your dreams. The mind is sucking, putting 
you when you're sleeping, you're really missing her. You really want 
to talk to her. You really want to spend some time with her and you 
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want to know her phone number, address, etc. etc. with more details.  
Does it make sense to you?  Yes, it does.  
 
So, what is happening in, is between the process. Where is really you're 
getting the weak? What is you're really missing not getting control? 
The heart’s not pulling it to the mind and heart. Maybe the third-eye is 
weak and soul is weak. The final stages, once if the two got strong, the 
Brahma Consciousness, you can, you're really Purna Avatar. Once if 
you, you can send the vibrations of the energy to any person as a real 
siddha, as a real… a person of the nectar and as a person of the high 
cosmic energy, you can transfer it through Brahma Consciousness with 
help of third-eye.  
 
So, in the ancient days the Maharshis what they does? Okay, it’s a 
simple technique. They want… first beginning stage it is meditation. 
Of course many religious people, many people say, “Meditate, 
meditate.” The best drug to the soul is meditation. Like body guard, 
like if you are a king you have a hundred people around you 
protecting your body, but there is no guarantee they will protect your 
soul. Do you know what I'm saying? If you're going to die on certain 
date, certain minute, even you are living in the palace with great 
bulletproof room, you can't breathe, you’ll get heart attack, you’ll die. 
Do you know what I'm saying?  
 
So, to the soul protection to getting the soul strong, you need a soul 
God to take care of your soul to protecting your soul not with any 
crazy blocks, with any crazy illusions is coming flowing in your life. 
How to protect that? To live your life very happy is important. Prepare 
yourself as a soul God, soul master, like a soul angel, you're a God 
angel like whatever you call it. Every person have a God angel it’s the 
truth. In my language I talk - this is protection-circles, divine circles is 
around you.  
 
Whenever it is got weak, you'll suck the negativity then you'll go in the 
depression, you’ll go in the strange. When you are in the strange you 
take the crazy decisions and keep one to two, two to four, four to eight 
all the mistakes keep running, running, running. At certain point you’ll 
wake up. It’s too late. Pretty good your life has passed, twenty years, 
ten years passed. There is a law - once a person five times got 
heartbroken, really heartbroken, it is very heard to lift that soul. To 
make lifting it, it takes really difficult to a master. Really heartbroken 
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means like going into the depression three, four, years you can't get 
back again your normal life.  Why the heartbroken will come up? Lack 
of energy in your soul and lack of energy in your third-eye in the fire.  
 
Once if you have the both balancing it, no problem. Even if you're 
attached twenty years a beautiful woman, unfortunately she left, 
whatever happened to her, still you feel okay. You won't feel that pain 
that hurt. Your heart is big open to her whatever she done it, you 
started to forgiving it. That qualities you need to gain it in your soul. 
Until to reach that quality your life is pretty good miserable. How to 
receive that quality? I want to tell small technique is meditation.  
 
The first technique is meditation. Doesn’t matter which belief system 
you belongs to, fine. You believe Jesus Christ, good. You believe 
Buddha, good. You believe just your mother’s words, good. You 
believe just a candlelight, a cosmic, good but, something you need to 
be you believe, you believe on yourself inner duty, okay good. At least 
try to believe the sun, cosmic energy. Sit very peacefully everyday 
thirty minutes. Take a program no matter what, how your life is super 
tight schedule, okay take a thirty minutes minimum, practice it. Take 
any one mantra, any one prayer, for example, you know Gayatri 
mantra, take that, start chant. Close your two eyes, take the Gayatri 
picture in your vision or take the Shirdi Sai Baba, take the Jesus Christ, 
try to bring him. Even if it is little force, do it. It is not easy to learn at a 
time as a bicycle to riding it. After little while you really can put the 
balance. You're not doing it practicing that’s why you're not getting in 
the stability. Once if you keep doing it you'll get stability.  
 
Take the Jesus Christ for example, you're chanting some prayer like 
simply for example, “Om Namashivaya, Om Namashivaya…” keep 
chanting, chanting, chanting, chanting taking the Jesus Christ picture 
in your third-eye. You close your two eyes, you see in the vision. Of 
course at the time Brahma Consciousness very happy, heart is also, 
you really want to do it, it is very flexible soul it doesn’t care you do it 
or not, but the mind it always wants to disturb. That is the really 
twisting there. Okay, the mind brings whenever you're in the 
meditation, it brings your girlfriend there smiling, “Hey, I'm missing 
you, where are you?” Okay. Good. Take your girlfriend, don’t worry, 
take your girlfriend try to see Jesus Christ in her. After a few minutes, 
in a few seconds you're third-eye started to burn her. Burn means it 
will take out her. Again some your friend will come, different person 
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laughing, “Hey, where are you, what are you doing?”  Some city will 
come. Again put there, Jesus Christ, no matter what. Whatever the 
mind keeps doing it through your Brahma Consciousness, forcely pull 
it again keep putting on that. Do you know what I'm saying? It is a 
kind of whatever is bringing to you putting top of it, put top of it, put 
top of it, put the top of it. After certain stage the mind will get tired, it 
will no doubt. After the mind got tired then you stick on the Jesus 
Christ, then you keep seeing him. It’s not crazy, just you're self-
hypnotizing. It’s not but you are aware, you know you are there. Then 
later on he also disappears, just complete beautiful dark and beautiful 
stars and light. Something you're seeing you don’t know what it is, 
kind of the stage of satchitananda bliss. Try to stay in the bliss. Try to 
keep chant. Sometimes the mind forgot the mantra - drop it. Don’t 
worry. Ignore it. Just you stay in that stage. You're not sleepy. You're 
not meditating really but you're in the stage of trance. Stay in the 
trance and keep doing that for one month or two months or three 
months until your mind got stable. You might think, “Swami, I can't 
able to do this,” but try, see, you will win it.  
 
Then later on, drop-by-drop, the energy the heart will become very 
strong.  Whenever you wake up from the meditation you feel such a 
bliss, very quiet, calm, and your soul will started to command. It is a 
kind of very smooth and very strong commanding nature. Whatever 
you think it will get it done your work. Even if it is very super hard 
work, you can able to find the way you will do it.  Whatever the stress 
you're holding it, it will go away.  
 
Drinking of huge amount of alcohol, smoking, whatever your 
addiction, one part the part is now, and then whatever you're having 
the glass of wine, okay… Sticking on it is a kind of addiction, the 
temporary what you're doing it to make your mind happy. Your mind 
gets little drowsy, you feel great, you feel so happy. After one hour, 
two hours, again the kick will go out, again you started to you need it, 
again you need it then you will started to damage your health getting 
addiction. If you started addicting to the meditation just for example, 
you went any program anywhere, just if you sit, if you have little time, 
twenty minutes just hold and go. You can suck the same relaxation. 
That’s a different type of nectar. That’s important, every person need 
to develop it. If you can't able to develop that, if you're going to the 
physical like different funny way to get the relaxation, that’s pretty 
good damage to your soul progress.  
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So, I hope everybody understood here. If the soul started to giving the 
energy to the third-eye, the third-eye started to get very super strong 
like really big whenever you close your eyes, it’s kind of huge light in 
your third-eye. Whenever you're seeing the huge light, if you think on 
anybody’s problem for example, if anybody said, “Swami, I'm having 
this problem. Hey my dear friend, my friend is suffering with cancer 
this and that,” there are abilities through Brahma Consciousness, suck 
it. Whatever you believe, any God, any whatever it is, suck the cosmic 
energy, send it through your heartful prayers, “Let him get healed. Let 
him come out from the depression.” then something without his notice 
he started to feeling somebody protecting him, somebody take-caring 
him. He will come out from any kind of terrible problems or the 
depression. If keep doing it, it pretty good helps it.  
 
So, the bottom line is meditation. To meditation is, you need to take a 
kind of doesn’t matter any time in a day okay, for example, you came 
from a party, “Swami, I don’t have the time, but the late night is 
okay?” Yes, after your wife is sleeping then sit - do. You no need to 
really need to sit. You can lay down any angle wherever your body 
comfortable, you sit in the chair, sit on the floor - doesn’t matter. You 
need to make the concentration, the prayer go. Just yesterday few 
people I really seen it deeply, without your notice you went in the 
trance but you're not sleepy, you are in the trance. Something energy 
you sucked it, you went there. If you keep doing it, you will see how 
the changes will come in your life. Do you know what I'm saying? It is 
the most important thing you need to know to make your life smooth, 
happy.  
 
Thirty minutes is not a big deal. Don’t expect you’ll get it in like one 
month. Take like two, three months, keep go it. Today you love the 
Jesus Christ tomorrow you started to loving to the Buddha. Okay fine.  
Go. Keep changing, fine, but you need to sit, concentrate on your 
prayer. You can choose, “Om Namashivaya” write it, or Gayatri 
mantra what is there or simply, “Oh God my heart is open. Please 
come and sit in my heart.” Completely I said before, I wrote the book 
with John Gray, How to Get What You Want and Want What You Have. 
Some prayers I already written, and they're translated in English or, 
“Om Sai Sri Sai Jai Jai Sai.” or simply just, “Om,” keep “Om,” keep 
chanting it inside, you no need to chanting out loud. If you're 
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comfortable with taking the mala yes, you can take the mala and do it, 
but if you're not comfortable fine, wear the mala and sit, meditate.  
 
You seen in the photographs, early morning, the really early morning 
they're wake up and in front of river going and doing their 
meditations. That’s really, “They are they are.” They want to 
experience it. Once if you taste that nectar you don’t want to leave it. 
You don’t want to give up. You really want to keep develop it, keep 
develop it, keep develop it… After you really developed it then any 
person comes to you then the supernatural mechanism you will 
understand. For example, his soul is super weak, he's stuck somewhere 
with the terrible blocks. Put your sankalpam no matter, what he's 
having crazy blocks, use your third-eye power, lift him up. Whatever 
he requires make him lift it then you can started to giving the healings, 
initiations with some prayers. Do you understand? Are there any 
questions? Hello? 
 
Student: Swami, you're just talking about what was my question the 
last weeks, because I try to take care a girl, she’s seventeen years old 
now. She has huge blocks and I could maybe little help her mother.  I 
told her to pray the, “Om Namashivaya,” “Om Sai Sri Sai Jai Jai Sai,” 
and she feels better now. But the girl, she still she has, she does not eat 
and she is driving the family crazy. And maybe… 
 
Swami:  She has Anorexia? 
 
Student: Anorexia, yes, and she is in depression. She does not look at 
me, at anybody and now I'm telling you. I didn’t want to disturb this 
workshop, but you were helping me so much with this talk, now that I 
have to learn to have more patience.  
 
Swami: Some souls, some people, some patients, some people they're 
really tough, they're really strong… even if you keep sending the 
energy… their soul turns like completely addiction to drugs, for 
example, alcohol. Their mind, heart, soul, their Brahma Consciousness, 
third-eye is like boom - they don’t care. They're not ready to observe 
anybody’s energy. Do you know what I'm saying? They did pretty 
good… they did like seven years addiction means they did pretty good 
kind of addiction meditation. Do you know what I'm saying? Like big 
boozing, boozing, ten years, fifteen years, twenty years… You can't 
make them to just stop like that unless you have to give kind of very 
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gentle counseling to them step-by-step. Let them also to meditate the 
same time with you, sit same time and meditation. Let them also put in 
meditation. Gradually, without their notice they’ll calm down. I’ve 
seen many cases, thousands of people. Even if you give with big 
boozer, after if he started to meditating very powerfully, they don’t 
want it drink, its fine. With a big Valium person addiction, you can 
stop any time, “Its okay, get out.”  I've seen it - I helped.  
 
Its only possible with strong your willpower. A healer, any person, 
first you need to have faith on yourself. When you seen a person, if 
he's behaving funny crazy, don’t get nervous. Do you know what I'm 
saying? The fear is contagious. A person who was with you for 
example, you're flying in the flight or if you're driving in the car 
simply if he said, or somebody said, “Maybe the driver is going to do 
accident,” you started to feeling a kind of contagious. You suck that, 
“Oh my God, maybe he going to get accident!” Do you know what I'm 
saying? If he tells ten times, “This car is definitely he's going to do 
accident. The driver is a little funny…” if you're driving in the taxi. So, 
don’t focus on the fears. Be strong, stubborn, you want to do it. You 
want to help that guy even whatever he's behaving funny. His 
behavior is secondary. The major, what you really want to do to him to 
lift it - where he really got stuck. See, “Okay, he has the fear,” good, 
“Okay, first he's worrying about his health problem,” good, “Then he 
got heartbroken. He's really missing his girlfriend. She cheated, she left 
from him.” Then, yes, focus on that step-by-step, keep sending your 
vibrations energy. Without the person’s notice you'll see the results.  
 
The heartbroken, if I want to talk on it, it won't come that easily but it 
will come easily to action to reaction. If you hurt somebody for 
example, fifteen years back, you really damaged a lady heart, you left 
her. Even if it is your mistake, even it is her mistake, okay, the 
relationship fightings problems, natural. Whenever you're walking out 
from her, whenever you're walking either woman or man, try to walk 
as a friendly. If you really hurted, if you really damaged her heart and 
you really made her cry and you put her in the super sadness and you 
found another beautiful girl, its done. You're life is happy, you walked 
but that what she suffered, what she really got damaged, the pain and 
crying and depression, that energy’s waiting for you. I'm not creating 
here fear. I'm telling that energy’s waiting for you any day, any time, 
any lifetime, it’s watching for you. Whenever you're there, through 
somebody or any angle it will get you. Whatever she been through, 
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that same pain you has to pay, or you have to pay with interest. You 
need to suffer with same amount of time and same amount of the pain, 
period. That is the according to the ancient law, that is the law. That’s 
the soul law. If you hurt anybody, yes you need to pay consequences 
any lifetime. That’s Indian tradition they says in ancient palm leaves 
books.  
 
But what I've seen this present, this lifetime, many peoples lives when I 
checked there from their childhood days until to know, “Okay, where 
they're really?” Pretty heartbroken people comes to me, “Swami, I did 
meditation thirty years with TM to levitate,” good, “I went 
Muktananda to get enlightenment.” “I went some Baba. He gave a 
ring. Maybe I will get enlightenment. I didn’t got enlightenment.” “I 
went another Swami, he gave ash. I didn’t get enlightenment.” How 
come you will get enlightenment, you got heartbroken. You already, 
whatever he's putting the energy in you, your soul vessel it’s having 
the holes. He's keep putting, it’s leaking out. Try to fix what is really 
where is the problem.  
 
If somebody comes like that to me, a Baba, a Swami - giving the 
material things is chocolates. For example, a kid, a child is crying, do 
you know what I'm saying?  If you want to make the kid happy and 
bring close to you, if you gave the chocolate stop to crying, she will 
listen what you say to meditate, or to just sit write her homework, 
whatever it is.  Do you know what I'm saying? So, today you have the 
ring, tomorrow maybe you'll lose it. Today you have the… maybe 
tomorrow you’ll lose it. You need to receive the immortal thing from 
the master how to take care of your life. When I seen personally thirty 
years they practiced spirituality, they whole traveled, traveled, 
traveled, they seen hundreds of gurus, lot of temples and pretty good 
heartbroken. To them to lift it, it is a pretty good challenging to again, 
to make them focus on meditation to make them lead their life very 
happily.  
 
One day we have to drop the body - that’s true. Everyday whenever 
we spent it, its gone. It means were walking to the final destiny to drop 
the body. Were losing your lifespan calendar day-by-day, drop-by-
drop you're losing it. But the human life is the most boon, gift, to come 
on Earth to find the God, to find the reality to who you are. It is the 
best life coming as a human and also same time having the terrible 
blocks and easily getting injured the life, is also human and enjoying, 
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same thing human. Everything is human. Do you know what I'm 
saying? Hello?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami: There's no response. So, if you got five times heartbroken, like 
each heartbroken three years, three years, four years, five years, some 
people I'm still working. I have a lady, I don’t want to tell her name, 
pretty good heartbroken. What her desire is, she don’t want anything 
in her life just she want to marry Swami. You know Swami? That’s me! 
Okay, first she came ashram, good. She spent few months very 
seriously meditating and very good progress, then she turned 
completely crazy. I respect, I really care, okay its human natural 
feelings having kind of attraction. Her heart really, whenever I came 
really close to her she don’t care about meditations, just she want 
marry me. If I want to send her back to home just she's threatening, “I 
will die.” Simply she said, “I'm going to die. If you sent me out believe 
me you will hear. I am there you are the responsible for it.” Gosh. Such 
a tough case came in my life. Ooh. It’s big challenging. It’s a big testing.  
 
Then I seen her psychology, “If you want to marry me, good. First you 
have to win this, this, this, this… I love you. You’re such a beautiful 
girl but no thoughts, just be in these stages then I'm open, ready 
anytime, I'm ready. I can convince my parents we’ll get married.” She 
pretty good reached top stages. She’s staying many years in ashram. 
Now she’s looking at me, “You're my father, forgive me. My mind is 
crazy, just you are, you are. It’s a crime to think like that. Please, 
forgive me Swami.” So, it depends on the case. It depends on the 
person where they really got stuck. Do you know what I'm saying?  
 
Students:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  So, you need to whatever they have the desire, “Okay,” give 
the hope.  Let them do it. Keep put them in the process to win it, but as 
a message today to me to you guys, “Take everybody, help ever - hurt 
never.” Once if you start hurting anybody with intention, without 
intention… for example fire, you know if you touch it, it burns, even if 
you don’t know, if you touch it, it burns. Fire nature is, if you touch it, 
it makes you grow burning. So, majorly sometimes innocently we do, 
we hurt some people’s feelings and we cheat somebody’s faith, and we 
do some funny stuff… then later on they will feel terrible on you. Any 
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feelings, whoever, don’t give a chance think on your negative, negative 
feelings on them, that bill you need to pay back one day in your life. 
Does it make sense?  
 
If you look in your life, why today? Ten years back in your life you're 
wealthy, healthy, wealthy healthy beautiful life, beautiful home 
everything, and where you got really damaged, where you really 
damaged somebody, and today your life is kind of stage really funny 
miserable. Why you got in this stage? Come your life. You know very 
well more than anybody on the graph. See where you done mistakes. 
Okay, whatever you done, is done. Sit heartfully, open your heart 
asking the forgiving. Doesn’t matter it is your sister or girlfriend, 
boyfriend, husband, children, you hate your parents, okay ask the 
forgiveness to the God. To your inner soul whatever your actions you 
done it, it is recording in you, again it will play back to you. It will play 
back. You done this, that’s why you're facing this, so ask the 
forgiveness. Again try to do as much as you can don’t again repeat 
mistakes.  
 
And if you can for example, you have some free times like two, three 
hours, go to some hospital do some service. Who was really in sick go 
and take care them. You have the $100 in your pocket, $10 go and 
spend to the poor people. Go and get some breads, some fruits, give to 
them, don’t see them kind of dark. Do you know what I'm saying? 
Who really need help, if you really can help, don’t ignore them. Go try 
to do some good karma, create some good fortune helping somebody’s 
soul either any angle whatever you can. Around you at least four, five 
people in a month - make them happy.  
 
Everyday in my life what I think, “How many friends I got today? 
How many people I helped today?” The first question mark whenever 
I'm going to take sleep, there I put it, “How many people I helped 
today?” Whenever, sometimes, I'm also human body I get sick, catch 
cold and traveling and not having enough sleep… And even I go the 
deep meditation and just pushing out and still sometimes two, three 
days or four days can't work. At the time I feel terrible guilty even 
though I’m pretty good sick I keep checking, “Okay, who is? What 
they are doing it, few students who are take care of duties? Go and 
take care this duty. Take care this duty.” That brings the really good 
karma no matter what you already done in the past in you, five days 
back, two years back, one year back the bad karma. Again if you 
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started to do the good karma to make it happy, creating the happiness 
in somebody’s life, absolutely you’ll receive that good fortune in you. 
One day it will protect you somewhere if you keep do like that, if the 
inspiration makes you to do more strongly. Do you know what I’m 
saying?  
 
Some people they don’t like their parents. That’s the worst thing 
according the soul law. It says, parents means, no matter what it is - 
they are parents. Do you know what I'm saying? Even though you 
have the bad childhood days, okay your mother left you, that’s painful, 
your father left you, that’s painful. Maybe they have pretty good, bad 
karma, bad fate. They also suffered, they dropped you and they left, 
but you should always respect and give your true love to them. If 
they're really in the sick, if they're really in the helpless stage don’t take 
the revenge. Revenge means ignoring them, not sharing with them. 
They're kind of flowers ready to fall down. It is very important - they 
gave you to the birth and whatever they done it is their karma. As your 
duty before they take off from their body make them happy - their 
blessings is very powerful. It is almost according it says in Indian 
tradition, equal to the God blessing. Do you know what I’m saying? 
First mother then the father, then the master, then the God, fourth 
person is the God. The mother is the first. She’s teaching you how to 
grow, how to take care then the father played with you as a friendly. 
Then the master, he teaches you the knowledge to reach the God. Then 
the God, finally if you really did it you got purity, you’ll show them, 
He’ll make you as an avatar. So, respecting the parents is super 
important!  
 
If you have the kids, any worst case, if you're a good relationship or 
you want to break the relationship no matter what it is, if you have the 
kids don’t hurt them, the kids is really innocent. Kids and the old age 
people, they're kind of like a childish character. Do you know what I'm 
saying? Completely childish, they don’t know anything, they forgot, 
and children they're pure souls. Try to give as much as love, don’t left 
it as much as straight and ignore them. If you have the angry on your 
wife or your husband, just dropping your kids and walking away uh-
uh. Personally, its not recommended. If you have the angry on your 
husband, if you're walking out - don’t make victims the kids. The kids 
crying, the kids souls’ suffering - you're also one day has to face that 
karma. Does it make sense?  
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Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami: It’s a simple thing wife and husband, bad fortune coming in 
your life and making your life miserable. The God, its not the God, its 
you what you released, its waiting and again its coming back. 
Whatever you done, its keep coming back, keep coming back. Even 
from now, even its not too late. Once if you’re aware that, be on the 
strong on your duty. No matter how much you're facing difficulties, 
focus on your duties, determine, find a good master whoever you like 
it, take a prayer, sit, meditate - don’t lose your inspiration. God always 
loves you what you done it, He’s really loving nature, He's a forgiving 
nature, He likes everybody equally, do you know what I'm saying? He 
likes everybody. You're innocent, okay you done it, you know now, 
you realized it, okay, don’t repeat that. If one time you repeat, okay 
make it very strong don’t go again next.  Any questions?  
 
Student: You mentioned honoring your parents, it’s very important. I 
have a situation where there is a girl whose parents are going to force 
her to marry someone she doesn’t want.  
 
Swami: What? 
 
Student: I know a girl whose parents are going to force her to marry 
someone she doesn’t want. What does one do? Are the parents… 
 
Swami: You have a girl?  What’s she saying? 
 
Tatyana:  She knows a girl. 
 
Swami: You know a girl. 
 
Tatyana: And the parents of the girl are forcing the girl to marry 
somebody which she doesn’t like.  
 
Swami: It’s a good question. Do you know what about your Swami? 
You want to hear it?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  My mother she put a gun like this on me, like anytime if I call, 
“When you are getting married?” Just whenever I call, “Hi mother, 
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how are you?” “When are you getting married,” the first word. If I 
went with relatives anyplace just she comes, she goes on the story, 
“Give your word get married. Even though you are a God, so what, 
you are still my son. Even though you are a healer, so what, you are 
still my son. Is the marriage an obstacle?”  “No.” “Get married!” But 
the tricky point here, according Indian tradition parents has to choose 
the girl. I don’t have any right to choose the girl. I'm serious. Indian 
tradition, the parents is arranged marriage. What we call? Arranged 
marriage?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Arranged marriage. So, since three years I am dragging the 
time with my mother, three, four years okay. But to be honest, 
whenever I seen any girl, she put a lot of pictures, “She’s good. She’s 
beautiful.  Okay, what is her name?  Telephone number?  Good.” Then 
whenever they comes and started talking to me, I started talking the 
philosophy. To them from there side, “Oh, he’s little chht. We can't 
handle him. He’s super spicy.” If my mother sees, I simply say, 
“Mother, hey, I’m having… what’s happening to the girls?”  “What 
you're talking, nonsense! Behave as a normal man, a normal person. 
Don’t talk philosophy to the girls. Don’t teach the philosophy, they're 
young age. Who really want to come to marry you should not teach the 
philosophy about God, enlightenment, death, karma and bad karma. 
Don’t do that!” 
 
“Of course it’s a part of my profession, I have to do it.”  So, canceling 
myself to make them to run away.  Do you know what I'm saying? It’s 
not a crime, but I’m teaching what I know it. If she really prepared for 
everything, we’ll see… I put everything in the Baba hands, my life, 
whatever he decides. I hope that girl will get survive. Survive.  So, its 
life, certain things whenever its coming, in the worst case you have to 
accept it, “Okay, I accept it.” You tried your maximum best, if it is 
happening, its happened. I’ll tell you a story, a real story what 
happened. You seen in the hut in my ashram, the beginning hut?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami: Few people is sleeping, it’s a cold rainy day. I'm talking about 
karma. Everybody is sleeping in the hut, almost all fifteen people. A 
wild snake, it went and it hide it, and it bite a woman who was seventh 
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person in the line. Just it went in and it bite her. I'm in my meditation 
in the village, in the, my college with roommates room, there is no 
doctors in the village. Even now few doctors, after 6:30 pm they’ll go to 
the different towns. The cobra bite, okay, all that everybody woke up, 
they seen that wild snake. They killed it. She started to getting juice 
out, poison and what need to do? They carried to me. Of course, by the 
grace of Baba, God, he taked care it. If you started to thinking 
karmically, she's sleeping, she's innocent, a cobra came and bit her. She 
didn’t hurt that snake but that snake intentionally it came and bit her.  
 
Sometimes, sometimes whatever happening in you, even if you think, 
“What I’m did wrong even though I’m doing pretty good?” Certain 
crazy things is happening in your life. Yes, it is God testing. Take as a, 
he's testing you very strongly. He's squeezing you as much as he can. 
At the time don’t go super down. If you know inside, “Okay, maybe its 
past lifetime, past lifetime, past lifetime…” whatever is the hard time 
going, happening in your life, don’t lose your inspiration on the God. 
Don’t lose your faith on the God. Let it happen whatever, “Okay.” 
What’s the worst thing he can do it? He will make you die, isn’t it? 
Hello?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  He will make you to die; it’s the worst thing. Die is, one day it 
has to happen.  You don’t know in the next hour you're driving in the 
car what will happen to you. So, just, “Okay, you're testing me 
whatever it is. I know what I done mistakes. I started asking forgiving 
to meditating.”  You're honest, you're loyal, you believe in God, “Okay, 
take care of me.” Still, testing is coming, take as a challenge, be strong, 
keep continuing it.  
 
So that is part of, today my message is, “Don’t hurt anybody. Help 
ever, hurt never.” If you don’t, you are in the net what you done. 
Karmically you are in the net. You can't escape it. You cannot escape it 
unless you recognize and you open your heart asking forgiving, not 
ever do again keep doing that mistakes. Okay?  
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  And another chapter what I want to talk, the Vaastu, the 
Vaastu, Feng Shui, Vaastu. Take it as kind of like Indian Feng Shui.  
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Student: What is it called? 
 
Swami: Vaastu. Before I start that, I really want to know like few 
months, like three, four months you really want to dedicate your time 
for spirituality, come to India and practice or you want to heal and 
practice it, even in London just three, four months very intensely? 
Strong meditation in your free time like three, four hours, like some 
housewives they're very open time?  No? 
 
Simone: Be careful.  
 
Swami: Just I want to see the reaction. Hey, having no kids, housewife 
of course having the free time, no? 
 
Simone: Not.  
 
Swami: If you're having suspecting on your husband keep calling him 
and where he is, what he is doing, when he is going to get back, 
checking his phone numbers and checking his dress, all these things 
that’s different story. If you really have the free time like three, four 
hours, I really recommend to do the Gayatri mantra adding, ‘Aim, 
kleem, soum’ and chant the Gayatri mantra,  
 
 
Shakti Gayatri 

 
Aim, kleem, soum 
om bhoor buvah suvaha 
tat savitoor vareenyam 
bhargo devashya deemahee 
deeyoyo naha prachodaiyat 

 
 
 
Aim, kleem, soum, these bijakshras is biijas of the energy. This is the 
Shakti Gayatri. It really makes to you to wash out all bad karma like a 
snake every couple months it releases its skin and gives the refresh 
skin. Like you released all your karmic things any lifetime what you 
done it - will wash out. Just…  
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Aim, kleem, soum 
om bhoor buvah suvaha 
tat savitoor vareenyam 
bhargo devashya deemahee 
deeyoyo naha prachodaiyat 

 
 
That’s first mantra. Second one, Namashivaya. Taking that na, Om 
nakaraiya Namashivaya 
 
ma, Nama,  Om makaraiya Namashivaya 
 
Nama shi,  Om shikaraiya Namashivaya 
 
Namashi va,  Om vakaraiya Namashivaya 
 
ya,  Om yakaraiya Namashivaya. 
 
 
Namashivaya adding it,  
 

nakaraiya Namashivaya,  
makaraiya Namashivaya,  
shikaraiya Namashivaya,  
vakariaya Namashivaya,  
yakaraiya Namashivaya, 
om Namashivaya 

 
Keep chanting that.  
 
 
Third one. I hope you have paper and pen, the Sky Element. In the 
book it is already there.  
 
Sky Mantra 

Om lingastakam needam punyam 
yahapatay shiva sanni dhou 
shivaloca mavapnoti  
shivayna saha mogatay 
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This prayer is really advisable anytime whenever you're taking any 
super decision. For example, you need to sign a piece of paper with 
contract with the powerful business people. Take ten minutes just 
wash your face, sit in a chair chant this prayer very silently. Even there 
is big business meeting running, if you have something conflict, 
something confusion you're chant,  
 

Om lingastakam needam punyam 
yahapatay shiva sanni dhou 
shivaloca mavapnoti  
shivayna saha mogatay,  

 
You're asking to the Shiva, completely surrendering to the five 
elements.  Whatever you're taking the decision, you don’t know what 
if right or not but you has to think deeply then something will clear 
you, the energetically. But if you are in the nature… its really advisable 
to meditate in the nature whenever you have the free time. If it is in the 
nighttime, just walk in front of your lawn or just walk out, just walking 
the street just gently chanting this. You, whatever hard time you're 
going in your life, this prayer really will helps you strong boosting to 
the soul.  
 
Student: Which prayer is that?  Is it in here? 
 
Swami:  In the book, the Elements book, it is in that book. It is there.  
 
Student:  Gifts of Shirdi Sai Baba. 
 
Swami:  The sky element,  

 
Om lingastakam needam punyam 
yahapatay shiva sanni dhou 
shivaloca mavapnoti  
shivayna saha mogatay.  

 
I'm very serious, it really help a lot, it really does. Doesn’t matter 
which language it is. You might think, “How come Swami if it is 
Telugu and Sanskrit it really will help?” Of course the vibrations what 
it creates in you, it really helps you. What you're chanting it, it releases 
the strong vibrations. At the time it really protects you, it really takes 
care you. Yeah? 
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Student: Swami, even if we do not understand the meaning of the 
mantra, it will work anyway? 
 
Swami:  Yes, yes.  It’s fire - if you touch it, it burns. If you don’t know - 
if you touch it, it burns it. Do you know what I'm saying? According 
the perfect number to the cosmic telephone number put it that way, 
just dialing it. So, I hope you got three prayer - hello?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami: And if you have the free time, you're most welcome to India 
and practicing it and see that vibration of earth, India, especially that 
Penukonda, that mountains, that place. Many people connected with 
Mother Divine, they merged with Mother Divine, they're practicing 
certain high levels. So, its good to recognize certain abilities to bring up 
in you to help the globe. But simple things you can practice this too. 
Okay? And every Guru day your Swami is sending the messages if 
you want to see. Guru Day means, every Thursday your Swami is 
sending exact certain messages what to do, what to do. Do you know 
what I'm saying? So you can go in your computer and look at it what is 
really happening in Penukonda, connect it. You see what is happening 
there.  
 
Okay, going to the Vaastu, the Feng Shui. I don’t think so right know 
this is available. Maybe after few days later in America you can get it, 
Victory Through Vaastu. Vaastu is the ancient proof, a person, how to 
make his life naturally to fixing the circumstance around him, the 
energy in the house, around the house, getting the victory. For 
example, you have the hill…just think your friends, whatever you 
have, what I made the comment, it has to be ninety-nine percent 
accurate. If the north hill is there, your house is very close to the north 
hill - you're broke, you don’t have any money, unhappiness, tragedy, 
relationship problems – done, north hill, same east hill. East side hills 
you have the house very close, the east is hill, mountain - done, no 
victory period. You can observe anybody’s house.  
 
If you have the north river, north water, lake, north lot of empty place 
in your house, garden - you're really super successful person, you 
really have pretty good commanding and prosperity. East lot of empty 
place to your house, yes you have a lot of success, lot of victory. In 
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your house, I don’t know in London a lot of apartments is very funny 
and there is no lawns, there is no anything but any angle for example, 
don’t expect you have to be with a lawn, whatever it is, no need to. 
Even if you're staying in an apartment, if the kitchen is in the 
southwest you're always fighting with your wife and you're always 
struggling, you're always facing headaches. If southwest and northeast 
is the kitchen firing - fire. If the northeast is kitchen whatever money 
you make, you lose the money, you make money, lose the money.  
 
If it is the northeast bathroom toilet in your house, ninety-nine percent 
at least one or two persons has to be sick, they should be sick. If you 
observe anybody’s house who was sick characters, there is northeast 
cutoff. For example, this is the east, north, south, west, where that 
people is sitting, that edge like right now, the building is a square like 
four feet cut. If any person is staying in the northeast cut off place, 
unnatural deaths, unnatural deaths, yes and sick, getting broke, and 
miserable life, just northeast one or two feet cut off in your house.  
 
If it is northwest entrance to your property you're always in the court, 
court, legal problems. I explained lot of clear details in the book. If you 
look at it page by page, if you see your friends, their lives and your life 
how is your house? Make it plan first where you're staying, your 
house, make it a map and read what I said the principles and the 
vibrations how it is really affecting you too. Yes, it is there. For 
example, southwest swimming pool, the west side and southwest big 
swimming pool - he is making money and he’s losing it. Finally they're 
broke.  Do you know what I'm saying? And I want to ask you guys to 
the Palace, Buckingham Palace, which side is lot of empty place? Is it 
east or north, south?  
 
Student: Northwest. 
 
Swami: Northwest. When I'm coming in the car, taxi, I seen in the 
compass it is north.  
 
Student: That’s from the southeast.  
 
Swami: I don’t know.  
 
Student: I think east is the road, empty road… 
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Swami: East hitting?  
 
Student: …empty road and west is the garden I think.  
 
Student:  Yeah. 
 
Student:  Quite a big garden.  
 
Swami:  West is quite a big garden? 
 
Student:  Yeah.  
 
Swami:  You sure? 
 
Student:  Fairly sure, maybe not exactly.  
 
Swami: If it is northwest empty lot of place, facing headaches. I'm 
serious, facing headaches. What? 
 
Student:  They are.  
 
Student:  They do face… they have headaches.  
 
Swami: Of course and if the street is hitting, east street, north street 
hitting - pretty powerful. What I seen it is northeast entrance, northeast 
hitting it. That’s pretty good, but I don’t know if the west is lot of 
empty place, it is going landing.  It should be the east.  
 
If you see the Penukonda, our ashram what I built it, of course your 
Swami believes that and he spent it, millions of millions of rupees, 
more than a million dollars I spent just to fix that in a proper way. Can 
you show it one more time the view of Penukonda the west mountain, 
southwest. If the south is the mountains, if anybody’s staying the 
house no matter what, the inner side their house whatever it is, south 
is mountain – they’re super prosperity. If west is mountain, prosperity, 
name and fame, successful.  
 
If the north is river going… to the London I think, which side is going 
to the northeast river?  What? 
 
Simone:  It goes from the east to the west, the river.  
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Swami: You’re kidding.  
 
Student: No, it goes from the west to the east.  
 
Swami: West to east I mention here in the book, they will make a lot of 
money, lot of name and fame, I'm serious.  
 
Student: Yes, I mean London is very, very… 
 
Swami: That side river people very close, adjoining for example, if 
you're facing, it is going in the right direction to west to east. This side 
people have the very good fortune, that side people to them the river is 
west, around that area people, not happy, not happy, that’s my 
experience. Maybe you can see your experience too, you no need to 
believe, but see. I completely started to extend it. That’s the east 
sunrise coming and all the way northeast extended. That is whole 
gardens. That is the road keep coming to arch and from the gate. And 
in the northeast I put the water fountain. Water has to stay there in the 
northeast and come to the main entrance and south all the buildings. I 
didn’t have the guts to the southwest start to building.  
 
Southwest if you for example, you have the house, you purchased the 
next house in the west side or the south side, for a while you're a little 
bit shaky. You'll be a little bit shaky for a while. You can't… that’s the 
earth element rule dominating. You always, once if you settled in one 
place keep go to the east, keep go to the north, keep purchasing or 
keep expanding your properties.  
 
Your office is, for example, from the north. To the south somebody, 
and the south someone is staying, you can’t really command on them, 
you can't really command. And the west side people, anybody who 
was staying, even though he's your slave or even though he's your 
worker, he's staying in your house, your office, he's staying in the west, 
you can't really take the decisions to take the punch on him even if he's 
doing crazy mistakes. That’s energy it’s required a lot of power, the 
earth element. I know it makes you little funny but it is true.  
 
But the west is super, mountain. That’s why the king, the Krishnadeva 
Raya, he's unbelievable wealthy guy in 1500’s, in the 15th century he's 
the multi, multi-billionaire - gold and diamonds and… but whole his 
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extension is keep going from the Hampi he came to the east and again 
went to the Golden Temple with huge gold Lord Venkateswara, 
Krishna temple in Tirupati and he put a lot of good high energy there. 
He built it energetically - he constructed that according the Vaastu 
principles, as a Feng Shui. So, its an interesting subject how to fix your 
life a part of in your house. Does anybody have the northeast kitchen 
in your house? Northeast kitchen. How is your life doing? Can you 
stand up? 
 
Student:  Its not a kitchen, it’s a microwave.  
 
Swami: What she’s saying? 
 
Student: I'm saying, its not a kitchen it’s a microwave. 
 
Swami: Are you making enough money in your life? 
 
Student: How much is enough? 
 
Swami: To live your life normally, to live your life normally. Are you 
happy in your house?  Tell the truth whatever it is.   
 
Student: It was my dream home, but now I'm renting a new dream 
home.  
 
Swami: What’s she saying? 
 
Student: It was her dream home but now she wants to move into 
another dream home; its not her dream home.  
 
Swami:  Hmmmm…  
 
Student: And a bigger place.  
 
Swami: And a bigger place. You need a bigger place? Before going to 
any place and you no need to get the book, the principles very soon, 
maybe in a ten, fifteen days… if you go to my web page some 
principles I explained. Just getting in an apartment, just go with 
compass, take just like thirty, forty principles I've given.  
 
Student: The planners are going to love you! 
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Swami: What? 
 
Student: The planners are going to love you! 
 
Swami: Believe me, one day within few years this book and what I 
wrote it, they have to follow it, they has to win it.  
 
Student: But Swami, that ladies current abode has got very, very low 
energy where as her new one will be much, much better. 
 
Swami:  He's saying current? 
 
Student: House, where she lives, very, very low energy where as where 
she's moving to will be much, much better.  
 
Swami: That lady? 
 
Student: Yes. What I can feel it. 
 
Swami: Good. Before you're going to changing the apartment, just go 
to my web pages, just see what I gave the principles and follow that. 
And who was wealthy character went super… and also try to observe 
what points is not, you missed there, because of you got this defect you 
can see exactly there. Practically test it. 
 
Student: (inaudible) 
 
Swami:  What?  What she's saying? 
 
Student: She works in the building industry and her job is to place 
buildings in places.  
 
Swami:  Oh, you're the person creating the karmas, huh? 
 
Student:  I could hear you. I couldn’t hear what you said.  
 
Swami: You're the person to create the karmas. The architects in the 
future always has to, they will follow the Vaastu, this kind of Feng 
Shui. Once if you get back to your house, you have to feel relaxed. 
Some people, once if they get in the house they started to feel super 
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nervous. They're happy in the office, they're happy in their friend’s 
house. Once if they get back in their house, super bumpy. Bumpy 
means I gave the principles, you can go on the webpage and see.  
 
So whatever the whole construction what I made it in a six, seven years 
following the… its important to follow. Put it that way, super 
important. If you ignored it, later on whatever you're life went 
through, then again you checked…anyhow just read it what I said the 
points. Does anybody have the belief system on the Chinese Feng 
Shui?  Chinese Feng Shui?  Chinese? 
 
Student: It’s very popular in London.  
 
Swami: Popular in London?  
 
Studen: Do they differ very much Chinese Feng Shui and this Vaastu? 
Do they differ very much? 
 
Swami: Only I agree Chinese Feng Shui twenty percent, twenty 
percent, yeah, to a huge hungry person giving a glass of buttermilk. 
Huge hungry person giving a good meal instead of just giving a glass 
of buttermilk, that’s the Chinese Feng Shui. That’s my feeling.  
 
Student: Do you think that the real Chinese Feng Shui, do you think 
that Feng Shui has been diluted over time? 
 
Swami: Yes, from India they got Tibet. From Tibet they took that, 
Chinese, and they mixed it, whatever funny styles, but I also explained 
what they told about Chinese Feng Shui. It’s a big chapter but… 
 
Student: Originated in India? 
 
Swami: Absolutely, that’s five thousand years back in India that 
movements of energy they found it.  
 
Student: And actually in India the energy in almost all places is pretty 
good.  
 
Swami: What?  
 
Student: Quite good energy in many places in India.  
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Swami: Yes.  
 
Student: Really good. 
 
Student: Swami, what you were saying about locations, your system 
versus Feng Shui, your system is much, much higher energy than Feng 
Shui so what you're saying is true.  
 
Swami: No, the Chinese, they simply accept east is the mountain, 
they’ll accept it. Who have the east mountain they're broke! North 
mountain, period, they're broke, they don’t have any… their life is 
miserable, east mountain, north mountain just like that. For example, if 
it is north instead of west, if it is in the north or east pretty good out 
my life, it is a chapatti. You can see anybody. If the east mountain, if 
they built like that, and west slope and south slope terrible slopes, no 
success period.  
 
Student: Five thousand years ago they passed through, where does it 
come from? Where does the knowledge, wisdom come from five 
thousand years ago? 
 
Swami: It is in the palm leaves, they written it. In the beginning days 
I'm also little bit crazy, I don’t believe it. And the east from the ashram 
that all the way northeast is pretty good height. Okay come to the next 
next picture that entrance, main entrance. The main entrance the east 
terrible height to my driveway, then I removed thousands of trucks of 
dirt.  
 
Student: Really? 
 
Swami: Yeah, thousands of trucks. Whole village, they think I'm little 
psychiatric patient they're, “Oh!” The builders, the construction 
people, “Oh, something’s wrong to the Swami. Forget it. He’s 
something, carrying some psychiatric problems. Why he removes the 
beautiful… cutting the trees in the east, taking the dirt out?” Has to 
create great energy there according to what I studied and its true. So to 
removing that whole place, before its unbelievable height. Just simply 
taking out all the dirt east, if your driveway, once if you walk out from 
your house, if you driveway east is like this (height) you’ll also has to 
face the difficulties like this.  
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If your property has a northwest entrance you’ll sell that house, you’ll 
lose that house, northeast cut off that house and the northwest 
entrance. Instead of northeast if it is the east, if it is north entrance, if it 
is like this forget it, you’ll lose the property. If the west is huge empty 
place, south empty place, south slope, west slope you’ll lose the 
property.  
 
Student:  There is a new science if you call it, a new science called 
ergonics and they speak a lot on geopatic stress. They use certain 
devices to try and modify certain geopatic stress what you call energy 
or whatever, to change it. Is it possible through Vaastu to for example, 
a person has an apartment or a house in a valley place and he can't 
change it if you imagine if the person is poor. How can she change it, 
change the place where she lives? So are there any practical keys for 
the person to act for example her house? 
 
Swami:  I’ve given.  I've given all the solutions.  
 
Student:  That’s incredibly good. The hospital for example, it would be 
incredibly important. I'm not the guy at this moment so I will try to 
check out the Vaastu, but there are hospitals especially in the inner 
countries of Portugal where there are terrible rates of unsuccessful 
treatments. The doctors are good, some with even better equipment 
but nothing appears to work, maybe there is the answer?  
 
Swami: South is slope, west has to be slope, southwest entrance, 
northwest entrance you can check, it should be there. It should be 
there. So, I don’t want to confuse you guys. A part of it’s another 
knowledge in the world. It’s a different chapter. Karmically what 
we’ve done we’re responsible. A good karma person automatically 
pulls the in the good place. If he's a little strange, whatever, it 
automatically suck to that crazy place for a while, squeeze it, again.  
 
So, I fixed thousands of peoples houses in India. When I went in 
America some places, its horrible. I have my personal secretary Anya. 
Since seven years I'm observing. I didn’t write the book on Vaastu. I 
wrote briefly before, very brief, maybe thirty pages and I keep teaching 
to the students since seven years. Now I have the pretty good guts and 
if anyone comes with challenging let's prove it, yes ready to face it to 
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arguing it. It’s a true knowledge what I believe it and I've seen the 
results in thousands of people’s lives, yes they're happy.  
 
When I went in America, Anya Rosen, who is my personal secretary 
now, I've seen her house.  At the time she invited me, I went… the east 
is terrible mountain.  She opened the window. This is her office and 
she opened, “Isn’t it great view Swami, the east mountain?”  
 
Swami: “Oh yeah, great, thank you.” And southwest terrible slope, 
southwest. They are big relationship problems - southwest slope. It’s 
crazy there. Okay, I don’t know what to tell them. She's feeding me 
and I know she's staying in the terrible crazy energy house.  If I tell it 
then she might think, “Who is this crazy guy? I invited him, I'm 
feeding him and he's telling to get out from this house. He's a man of 
loose character.” Maybe she might think like that. Okay. Just simply I 
told it, “Anya, maybe you won't make the success,” and I told her 
about what she’d been through in her life and she understood and they 
sold the house. They came Penukonda and they're very happy. They 
have another piece of property what I told exactly, fixed it.  
 
So, have a… whenever you have the free time after fifteen, twenty 
days, no matter what your belief system, go on web page, see what I 
told it certain principles, take a map of your house, make measure it 
where is extension there, where is cut off, where is… and put it.  And 
what I told it, there is it really happening in your life there or not, see 
it. What need to rectify it, go more details. Something do it. But one 
hundred percent, karmically, you are responsible whatever you’ve 
done it, that’s final ultimate goal. Karmically whatever you done the 
bad things, you are responsible for it. The house pretty good it will 
give some energy to make you to lift it, but it is not totally is with you 
to make it success. It is a part of yes, it is with you. You have different 
knives around you, but one more knife extra is Vaastu, the energy 
carrying with you, fixing your house very beautiful way, it is good. 
 
So, I hope everybody understood certain concepts about different, 
difference between western culture and eastern culture and Indian 
tradition. You are most welcome to India and practice certain levels. 
On the Christmas time your Swami demonstrating about the Jesus 
Christ channels, what he practiced in his lifetime, the belief system, 
what we have in India to demonstrating certain abilities. How it is 
really possible to demonstrating certain prayers with taking the one 
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palm leaf book, each leaf translation, leaf translation certain abilities. If 
you're interested you can come and at least can sit in your computer 
and receive the information what Swami’s talking everyday in 
Penukonda, in India. But don’t ignore duty everyday. Meditation is 
part of, you are taking lunch, dinner, breakfast, take sleeping. 
Meditation is also a part of your duty. Okay? Promise? Hello?  
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Who cannot do meditation?  Be honest, can you raise your 
hands?  Who cannot do, cannot?  No time, no interest? So if you are on 
your word I will be on my word to sending the energy and vibrations 
from Penukonda, thinking on you guys and connecting every 
Thursday with my messages, and God is great he’ll take care of 
everybody. Okay?  
 
So, I want to say goodbye to today to the London, and pretty good 
very happy. In Germany there is four hundred people and two 
hundred people mainly I heard is sick, mainly I need to take care. By 
grace of Baba we’ll see how much I can do some success there. So, 
Swami is leaving to London today, this afternoon, permission? And 
heartfully thanks to Simone and her husband and the crew. They are 
beautiful students. They came India and they winned my heart. Thank 
you so much.  Cool.  
 
Students: Thank you Swami.  
 
Student:  Can I ask a question please?  Which direction in your home is 
important to sit and meditate? 
 
Swami:  Say that again. 
 
Student:  Is it important the direction that you sit and meditate in? 
 
Swami: That’s a good point, east or north. East, facing the east or 
north. But meditate is important. First do that, then you'll see some 
results. Face the east or north. Okay? Good. So before we close the 
lecture, you make sure have the three prayers. You can do three? Just 
do one. And before we go just few minutes generally relax. Some 
music.  
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(After a few minutes of silence and music) 
 

Shanti shanti shanti  
Loka samasta sukhino bhavantu 
Loka samasta sukhino bhavantu 
Loka samasta sukhino bhavantu 
Om shanti shanti shanti  

 
Have a beautiful life, peaceful. God will bring great fortune in your 
lives. Help ever, hurt never. Have the good lives.  
 
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


